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30 Amp 28 Volt DC Rated

Electric Fishing Reel Devices
Hubbell has a DC rated electrical system designed specifically for larger electric 
fishing reel systems. Up until now, larger electric fishing reel systems typically 
utilized conventional 30 Amp AC rated devices since an appropriately rated DC 
system was not available. 

The system features a corrosion-resistant plug, connector body and receptacle 
and can be used along with a Hubbell outlet box and weatherproof cover plate to 
complete the installation. These devices are all rated at 28 Volt DC and applicable 
for all 12, 24 and 32 Volt DC fishing reel systems. The devices are UL listed and 
CSA certified. All devices are made of high-visibility yellow nylon that is impact 
resistant and UV stabilized for longer life. Also, the contacts are nickel plated for 
corrosion resistance.

30A 28V DC Rated Devices
Description Catalog Number

Yellow locking single receptacle with abuse-resistant face. Can be mounted in  
Hubbell box HBL6083 and used wit HBL74CM25WOA weatherproof plate.

HBL328DCR

Same as HBL328DCR except white in color. HBL328DCRW

Yellow locking plug has rugged nylon housing and rear dust seal to keep dust  
and foreign matter out.

HBL328DCP

Same as HBL328DCP except white in color. HBL328DCPW

Yellow locking connector body has rugged, nylon housing and rear dust seal  
to keep dust and foreign matter out.

HBL328DCC

Accessories
Description Catalog Number

Gray, high-impact thermoplastic FD (deep) weatherproof box with ¾ in. (19.1) NPT  
threaded hub, with 30 cubic inch capacity.

HBL6083

Same as HBL6083 except yellow in color. HBL60CM83A

Same as HBL6083 except white in color. HBL60CM83WA

Black phenolic type FS (shallow) weatherproof box has two ¾ in. (19.1) I.P.S. molded-in 
knockouts. 4.56 in. H x 2.94 in. W x 2.19 in. D (115.9H x 74.6W x 55.6D) and has  
16 cubic inch capacity.

HBL6080OS

Spring-loaded lift cover, for weatherproofing HBL328DCR outlet. Yellow in color. HBL74CM25WOA

Same as HBL74CM25WOAW except white in color. HBL74CM25WOAW

Same as HBL74CM25WOAW except gray in color. HBL7425WOA

Note: See page AA-50 for 55° angle adapters and additional accessories.




